Minort in Mass Communications and Media Studies
Summer 2010 Courses

**Humanities and the Arts:**
- **English 7A.** Creative Writing: Journalism
- **English 91AC.** Vampires and Other Monsters in Literature and Film
- **English 161A.** Memory for Forgetting
- **English 191AC.** The Childhood Canon & Disney
- **English 191AD.** Shakespeare and Film
- **English 192BA.** Asian American Literature and Film
- **Philosophy 54B.** Philosophy and Film
- **Spanish 191A.** New Latin American Cinema (in Spanish)

**Social Sciences:**
- **Child Development 143AB.** Technology & Learning: Virtual Communities for Children
- **History 719A.** Modern Africa through Film and Fiction

**Media Practice:**
- **EXP 99CA/CB.** Internship in Communications (*Contact Susan.Eisenhauer@tufts.edu for eligibility and registration information. By consent only.*)